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Biographical Note:
Seymour Samuels, Jr. (1912-1992) was Deputy Director of Law for the Metropolitan Government of Nashville-Davidson County from 1963 to 1967, during the consolidation of the city and county governments. Samuels graduated from Vanderbilt University Law School in 1935, and began working in private practice. He later served in the United States Navy from 1943-1946.

As Deputy Director of Law, Seymour Samuels, Jr. cooperated with nearly all of Metro’s agencies and officials, and thus played an influential role in the shaping and the early formation of Nashville’s new government.

Scope and Contents of the Collection:
This collection contains mostly outgoing correspondence from Seymour Samuels, Jr. to different agencies and officials in Metropolitan Government. Some correspondence also refers to lawsuits and legislation, as well as legal opinions, occurring during the early stages of government consolidation.

Index Terms:
Subjects:
Attorneys
Metropolitan government.
Metropolitan government--America.
Metropolitan government--Tennessee
Metropolitan government--United States.
Metropolitan government--United States--History
Metropolitan Government of Nashville and Davidson County (Tenn.)
Nashville and Davidson County (Tenn.)
Related Collections:
- C. Beverly Briley Clippings Files
- C. Beverly Briley Mayoral Papers
- Dick Battle Papers
- Formation of Metro Government Files
- Robert A. Horton Papers
- Robert A. Horton Papers Addition

Arrangement:
This collection is arranged alphabetically into four series: lawsuit correspondence, Metro Government correspondence, personal correspondence, and subject correspondence.


Metro Government correspondence contains correspondence between Seymour Samuels, Jr. and other departments in Metro Government, much of which refers to legal and legislation matters arising as a result of the consolidation of Nashville and Davidson County.

The personal correspondence series contains correspondence between Seymour Samuels, Jr. and other Metro Government officials, some of which pertains to legal matters. Also included is Seymour Samuels, Jr.’s resume.

The subject correspondence series includes correspondence regarding liquor laws, taxation, various bonds, and smaller cities in Davidson County.

Contents Listing:
Box 1:
- Folder 1: Lawsuit Correspondence--Ambrose, Annie Elizabeth, et al
- Folder 2: Lawsuit Correspondence--Baker, Charles W. vs. Joe C. Carr
- Folder 3: Lawsuit Correspondence--Briley, Beverly vs. Tennessee Public Services Commission, et al
- Folder 4: Lawsuit Correspondence--Cumberland Water Co. Petitions
- Folder 5: Lawsuit Correspondence--Davis, Elsie vs. Metropolitan Government
Folder 6: Lawsuit Correspondence--Dixon, Frank P. vs. Nashville Gas Co.
Folder 7: Lawsuit Correspondence--Fisher, Glendon vs. City of Nashville
Folder 8: Lawsuit Correspondence--Frazer, Lewis, et al vs. Joe Carr, et al
Folder 9: Lawsuit Correspondence--Freeman, Porter vs. S. McPheeters Glasgow
Folder 10: Lawsuit Correspondence--General Electric Co. vs. Sadler Electric Co., Inc.
Folder 11: Lawsuit Correspondence--Hailey, W.L. & Co. vs. Donald R. King
Folder 12: Lawsuit Correspondence--Holladay, F.M. vs. Reco Contractor
Folder 13: Lawsuit Correspondence--Korman, A.L., Co. vs Metropolitan Government
Folder 14: Lawsuit Correspondence--Metro Government vs. Marlowe
Folder 15: Lawsuit Correspondence--Metro Government vs. Nashville Pi Beta Phi House Corporation
Folder 16: Lawsuit Correspondence--Nashville Pi Beta Phi House Corporation vs. Metro Government
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Folder 18: Lawsuit Correspondence--Robinson, Garner vs. C. Beverly Briley
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Folder 23: Metro Government Correspondence--Aviation, Dept. of
Folder 24: Metro Government Correspondence--Charter
Folder 25: Metro Government Correspondence--Civil Defense
Folder 26: Metro Government Correspondence--Civil Service Commission
Folder 27: Metro Government Correspondence--Code
Folder 28: Metro Government Correspondence--Codes Administration, Dept. of
Folder 29: Metro Government Correspondence--Council Rules of Procedure
Folder 30: Metro Government Correspondence--County Court Clerk
Folder 31: Metro Government Correspondence--County Judge
Folder 32: Metro Government Correspondence--Court, Metro Divisions I and II
Folder 33: Metro Government Correspondence--District Attorney General
Folder 34: Metro Government Correspondence--Education, Board of
Folder 35: Metro Government Correspondence--Election Commission
Folder 36: Metro Government Correspondence--Electric Power Board
Folder 37: Metro Government Correspondence--Fair Commissioners, Board of
Folder 38: Metro Government Correspondence--Finance, Department of
Folder 39: Metro Government Correspondence--Finance, Department of
Folder 40: Metro Government Correspondence--Finance, Department of
Folder 41: Metro Government Correspondence--Fire Department
Folder 42: Metro Government Correspondence—First Circuit Court
Folder 43: Metro Government Correspondence—General Sessions Court
Folder 44: Metro Government Correspondence—Health, Department of
Folder 45: Metro Government Correspondence—Industrial Development Board
Folder 46: Metro Government Correspondence—Juvenile Court
Folder 47: Metro Government Correspondence—Law, Dept. of, Administration
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Folder 1: Metro Government Correspondence—Law, Dept. of, Administrative Expenses
Folder 2: Metro Government Correspondence—Law, Dept. of, Briefs and Opinions
Folder 3: Metro Government Correspondence—Law, Dept. of, Legislation and Agreements
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Folder 26: Metro Government Correspondence—Tax Assessor, General
Folder 27: Metro Government Correspondence—Tax Assessor, Personalty and Ad Valorem

Box 3:
Folder 1: Metro Government Correspondence--Tax Assessor, Real Property
Folder 2: Metro Government Correspondence--Tax Collections, Division of
Folder 3: Metro Government Correspondence--Tax Equalization, Board of
Folder 4: Metro Government Correspondence--Taxation, Urban Services District
Folder 5: Metro Government Correspondence--Traffic and Parking Commission
Folder 6: Metro Government Correspondence--Transit Authority
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Box 4:
Folder 1: Personal Correspondence--1966-1967
Folder 2: Personal Correspondence--General, Legal, 1963-1965
Folder 3: Personal Correspondence--General, Legal, 1966-1967
Folder 4: Personal Correspondence--Vita
Folder 5: Subject Correspondence--Bonds, Bridge Construction
Folder 6: Subject Correspondence--Bonds, Land Acquisition
Folder 7: Subject Correspondence--Bonds, Performance, Liability, License, etc.
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